Honda odyssey 2016 redesign

I went to buy a Pilot. Wanted it bad, was dreaming about one. Family is growing, was thinking a
Pilot would do it. Well, after trying Pilot and Odyssey just to prove myself that Odyssey is no
match for a 40yo alfa male I almost cried. Pilot is a truck, plain and simple. I felt that I'm driving
an 18 wheeler. Attach wheels to my house, give it an engine - that's how it I felt. Parking garage
at work? OMG, not in a Pilot. Odyssey is a car like. Not as silent as Pilot, but so much easier to
drive. Feels much secure. Acceleration is about the same. So much easier to see what is around
you. Dung, I hate minivans. But unless I'm in the middle of a desert in Texas or in Chicago
snows in January Odyssey still would be my choice. We made multiple long trips in Odyssey
with 4 kids and it is great for that. I also think that LX at the current price 25k is probably a
better deal after all - the middle seat on the second row had to be removed to allow two kids to
get into the third row without troubles. With car seats in place second row seats do not give you
enough space to slide them LX doesn't have middle second row seat by default. DVD is ok, but
it is cheaper get all of them brand new iPads with movies and still keep bunch of money. The
car has been into the shop once and it bothers me, to the point I've got Honda care extended
warranty to K miles. VSA light came on and stuck like that after making a tight turn during city
driving. Dealer just did a reset, didn't find anything wrong with it. Overall I still like it, however
would go with LX probably to save the money. I have 22, miles on the odometer. Except that
weird incident with VSA light no other isssues that required a visit to a shop. Overal MPG is
about Usually my 25 miles trip to work deliveres I'm at 39, miles now. That thing started driving
me nuts, during cold freezing days it was not possible to open rear door liftgate, hatch whatever you call it. Apparently, the rubber seal inside of the button is not good enough and
allows water to get into the button membranes. There is no other way to open the rear door, you
have to press on that rubber button while holding proximity key ' away. I have to call it a very
poor design, Honda did a TSB for other years to replace that thing for free but not for yet. We
still love our Odyssey. No other issues with the car, we like it a lot. Had to replace front tires at
48K miles, the back are still OK and I stopped doing rotation at around 15k miles. I know, I
know. Honda has installed some brackets to make it impossible to slide the seas into the middle
making the seats much harder to move in and out. At 60k expecting second transmission fluid
change, those are super expensive when done with the dealer so I just got a box of ATF from
Honda and do it myself. The versatility of the interior is great. The seats are awesome and I
enjoy the sound system. Drives like a car but drivers view is elevated like an SUV. Love those
things. The double screens one a touch screen, one isn't are really confusing to work with. One
screen controls the other screen and sometimes you have to use a series of buttons and a knob
to control that same screen. I can plug my iPhone into it or even connect the Bluetooth, but
unless I have the setting on 'ipod' I can't use the phones navigation. Not through the speakers
in car and not through the phone itself. As if the car is literally controlling the speakers on the
phone. Sometimes my phone calls come through the system automatically and sometimes it
doesn't. The owners manual is lacking on how to use the entertainment system and the hands
free features. I love this van for its drive and convenience of seating and the dvd player. I just
have to ignore the dashboard technology so it doesn't make me slowly start to dislike it. I'll just
use the radio and be happy. Update after 1 year I'll never drive anything without automatic
doors again. That being said I still find the dash controls cumbersome and hard to use. The
main difference between models is features. The basic vehicle is the same. There is no factory
protection applied to the fabric interior. A real oversight for a vehicle to carry around sloppy
children, or in our case grandchildren. I added a dealer protection package which included
interior and exterior clear coat and was the only option. It would be better to negotiate this
adder before agreeing to purchase. Internet pricing for the dealers allowed me to get the best
price and the color I wanted. I highly recommend using it for your shopping. Very reliable
operation, comfortable ride, good gas efficiency. Around town with combine highway and city
driving yields 20 - 25 mpg. A few trips pulling a fully loaded trailer through the hills dropped
vehicle efficiency to 15 - 17 mpg, which is acceptable for that infrequent type of usage. After 18
months and 20, miles the vehicle has continued to be a solid performer. No anomalies or
problems have arisen. The vehicle delivers a comfortable ride while maintaining flexibility and
versatility of use. Our vehicle carries 8 passengers with our extended family; the interior is
easily reconfigured to haul supplies; the roof racks transport our kayaks; and the trailer hitch to
transport our bicycles. The roof racks and trailer hitch are optional features but essential to our
active lifestyle. The backup camera is a great feature. However with snowy winter weather, the
camera lens must be occasionally cleared of slush to maintain visibility. Not a big issue, just
something to be aware of. If car manufacturers are going to bombard interiors with standard
electronics, the performance of infotainment systems will be a large part of my review. As such,
the Honda Infotainment system in my Odyssey seems to be years behind what I would expect in
a new vehicle today. There is a wonderful wide screen on the dash and a touch screen lower

down. When you test drive you are thinking, wow! But, you can only try so much of the
Infotainment system on a test drive. So, after purchase when you sync your phone to your new
van and realize, wait! It is available in other Honda offerings, but missing in the Odyssey. So the
cool wide screen display on the dash is kind of worthless other than showing the Pandora song
that is playing, or your trip computer information. Overall, the controls of the Odyssey
Infotainment are clunky, slow to respond, and require far too much "eyes off the road" time.
This is my second Odyssey, so other things I've noticed are Dealer on the test drive suggested
to turn up the radio Also, the body quarter-panels and hood on this appear to be plastic or some
other non-metal material and probably contributes to the added road noise. Cabin body panels
are still metal. Overall, though, it still has good interior utility, decent interior materials far better
than the Sienna which I looked very closely at. I like the drive and seat comfort of my Odyssey
compared to my Overall, I'm not disappointed in my purchase After about a month of daily use, I
have only two complaints about the Odyssey EX. First, there is very little legroom for the
driver's left leg. Because of the front cabin shape and wheel well placement, it's impossible to
stretch out the left leg while driving. I'm comparing this to my previous car, a Honda Accord; I
haven't driven any other minivans, so I don't know whether the Toyota Sienna, for instance, is
more comfortable for the driver. My last car was a , so I can't compare this to its modern peers,
but the all-digital interface makes me pine for the days of physical knobs controlling simple
things like balance and tone. I can't navigate through multiple menu screens while driving, just
to control the bass or the balance. And overall, I find the computer controls to be un-intuitive.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Odyssey. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Pros fuel efficiency ride quality driving experience safety towing. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Odysseys for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Odyssey. Sign Up. Honda
introduced its first minivan, the Odyssey for the model year. It was initially built in Japan, but
Honda later shifted productions to North American plants. The Odyssey is currently in its fifth
generation. The model year brought many updates to the Odyssey including a choice between a
nine- or ten-speed automatic transmission the ten-speed is available on the high-end Touring
and Elite trim levels. This generation's 3. Inside, the Odyssey adds 'Magic-slide' seats for the
second row, giving parents plenty of flexibility for access to their kids. There's an entertainment
screen for the middle and rear seats and an intercom-style cabin-talk system on the upper trim
levels. There are volt power outlets in both the front and rear cabin areas, USB charging ports,
and a rear-view camera are standard with most trim levels. Safety features include
forward-collision warning and lane-departure warning for the EX-L trim levels and up. The
exterior was also redesigned to be sleeker and the body is slightly narrower, but a little longer.
View 5th Generation Listings. In , Honda made significant changes to the Odyssey's exterior
including a wider body and lowered roof line. Touring models offered a six-speed automatic
transmission while the other trims used a five-speed automatic. This generation includes the
introduction of the lane-watch system with a camera in the passenger side rear-view mirror for
improved blind-spot visibility. Higher trim levels also came with a voice-activated navigation
system with an XM Nav-traffic system. For the model year, Honda gave the Odyssey a mild
update. It subtly changed the headlights and taillights, added the six-speed automatic
transmission to all trim levels and added new active safety features like forward-collision
warning and lane-departure warning. The models got an upgrade in the entertainment system
that provided access to Pandora music and hands-free Bluetooth connectivity. View 4th
Generation Listings. In Honda launched the third-generation Odyssey. It came with a 3. The
VCM allows the vehicle to run on 3,4, or 6 cylinders in certain conditions for increased fuel
efficiency. All trim levels came with a five-speed transmission. This Odyssey now seats eight
passengers and adds a sliding second-row seat for easier configuration of the cabin. A power
liftgate, adjustable pedals, memory seats and run-flat tires were added as options on certain
trims. View 3rd Generation Listings. In , the second-generation Odyssey grew significantly from
the first generation. It also adopted conventional minivan doors that slide rather than the
swing-out doors from the first-generation. Not only did the body increase in size, but so did the
engine. This generation saw the introduction of the 3. While it still continued to use the
four-speed transmission from the previous generation during the first three model years, a more
reliable, five-speed transmission was introduced in the model as well as an upgrade in
horsepower to This generation continues with the two trim levels of the previous generation.
Seating capacity for both trim levels is seven, but the sliding doors on the EX trim are
power-operated. In , added safety features include latch-style seat anchors for child seats,
front-seat side impact airbags and anti-lock brakes. Traction control was also added to the LX
trim line where it was previously only offered on EX trims. View 2nd Generation Listings. The
first-generation Odyssey was Honda's first foray into the minivan market. This original model

was based on the Accord platform and shared many components with that sedan. The Odyssey
came with a four-cylinder, 2. In , the engine was updated to a 2. This original Odyssey deviated
from the standard minivan format in that its rear doors didn't slide like most competitors but
instead swung out like a traditional vehicle. The interior was considered smaller than its
competitors but offered plenty of seating with a third-row, fold-down seat that fit into a floor
compartment for more cargo space. The LX trim level had seating for up to seven with its
second and third-row bench seats. The EX fits six people, but its second row had removable
captain's seats instead of a bench. Only two trim levels were available: LX and EX. The EX trim
included several features such as power door locks with keyless entry, power sunroof, and a
six-speaker CD system. Later EX options offered body-colored mirrors and alloy wheels. View
1st Generation Listings. Generations Share. By Autolist Editorial June 26, The five trim levels
from the previous generations continue into this model. View 5th Generation Listings - Honda
Odyssey 4th Generation In , Honda made significant changes to the Odyssey's exterior
including a wider body and lowered roof line. View 3rd Generation Listings - Honda Odyssey
2nd Generation In , the second-generation Odyssey grew significantly from the first generation.
Browse Honda Odyssey Listings. The Odyssey had originally been conceived and engineered in
Japan, in the wake of the country's economic crisis of the s â€” which in turn imposed severe
constraints on the vehicle's size and overall concept, dictating the minivan 's manufacture in an
existing facility with minimal modification. Subsequent generations diverged to reflect market
variations, and Honda built a plant in Lincoln, Alabama , United States , incorporating the ability
to manufacture larger models. Both versions of the Odyssey were sold in Japan at Honda Clio
dealership locations. Both versions of the Odyssey are currently sold in the Middle East. The
Odyssey was introduced in as Honda's first minivan [5] â€” based on the Accord platform , with
a 4-cylinder engine , all-disc anti-lock braking , all wishbone suspension , and a four-speed
automatic transmission with a steering-column-mounted shifter and a hill-hold feature,
marketed as Grade Logic. The design featured unibody construction, [6] dual airbags, dual
gloveboxes, dual zone heating and cooling with 20 percent greater capacity than an Accord's
system [6] overhead rear fan-speed adjustment control, and main control switch over the
front-seat passenger , conventional rear swing-open rather than sliding doors, and a third row
seat that could fold and tumble into a compartment beneath the floor â€” the spacesaver spare
tire carried inside, on the right, rear wall of the cabin. Honda marketed the first generation
Odyssey in two trim levels. The LX accommodated seven passengers with two front buckets, a
removable three-seat middle bench, and a 2-seat third row bench. Isuzu offered a rebadged
version of the Odyssey from to as the Isuzu Oasis. Odagaki traveled to the U. Odagaki
continued working with an "underground" team, using as its design credo the concept of a
"personal jet" [2] â€” which in turn led to the car's original PJ concept code-name. The team
worked to convince management of the project's viability, using extensive illustrations, a
one-quarter scale model and a full-size foam model. After bringing the right-hand drive
prototype to the U. Production was officially launched on October 20, â€” the first Honda model
in to be released at the same time through Honda's three Japanese distribution channels Primo,
Clio, Verno , marketing the Odyssey through the three channels under the same name. In , New
York City 's Taxi and Limousine Commission TLC expanded the number of licensable
automobiles, approving the first generation Odyssey for use in the city's taxi fleet [8] â€” the
Odyssey having been recommended by the seven-year-old grandson of a TLC advisory
commission member. The Isuzu Oasis is a minivan marketed in the United States by Isuzu from
to as a rebadged variant of the first generation Honda Odyssey, the only minivan marketed by
Isuzu. After the Honda Odyssey was redesigned for , Isuzu continued to market the Oasis with
minor changes. Later Oasis models came with a 2. The second generation North American
market Odyssey was first assembled in Canada as a model mainly for North America between
and â€” and exported to Japan as the LaGreat between and The Odyssey offered two sliding
doors as standard equipment, whereas some minivans of the time only offered one, a second
door being optional. The Odyssey offered power sliding doors which were standard on the EX
trim, but not available on the LX trim. The Odyssey kept the fold-into-the-floor rear seat, an
innovation adopted by many other minivans. There was also an available Honda Satellite-Linked
Navigation System, introduced during , which became the first navigation system ever offered
in a minivan. The model was the only second generation Odyssey model year to receive
reliability ratings of five out of five according to Automotive Information Systems. The second
generation was praised for its powerful V6, its handling from its four-wheel independent
suspension , and its features such as a large cabin, power sliding doors manual sliding doors
on LX models and the stow-away third-row seat. Some [ who? It won consecutive Edmunds.
This is also the only generation of the Honda Odyssey where the power windows are only on
the driver's and front passenger's doors. Also added was a five-speed automatic transmission,

side torso airbags not side curtain airbags , rear disc brakes, and a few minor cosmetic
improvements on the outside as well as the inside. Other than an AUTO power driver's window,
the Odyssey remained unchanged for and , before being replaced with the third generation
model. The 4-speed automatic transmission in to models had serious problems with
transmission durability. Honda spokesman Mike Spencer stated that four-speed models were
afflicted with a bad bearing that could break apart, scattering fragments of metal that clogged
fluid passageways in the transmission, causing it to shift erratically. The five-speed automatic
was first installed in the Odyssey for the model, but general reliability of the â€” transmission
was poor according to Consumer Reports. Spencer said that the five-speed models typically
were damaged by premature wear of the third-gear clutch pack. As the clutch friction material
abraded, it scattered bits inside the transmission case, clogging fluid lines and causing erratic
shifting. Drivers might suffer slipping, poor or no shifts, or sudden down-shifts from fifth gear
to second gear. Under some conditions, a different 5-speed transmission problem arose.
Second gear could overheat and break, causing the transmission to lock. An oil jet was added
to lubricate this gear but this did not solve the third gear clutch problem. But it was required
along with a power steering cooler for any towing, or the warranty would be void. Honda
introduced the third generation Odyssey for the model year. It grew in width and weight but
retained the previous generation's length and interior space. Honda introduced the ACE body
engineering to the third generation Odyssey, which was later used on the eighth generation
Civic. Side-curtain airbags and electronic stability control are included in all models. Both
features were previously unavailable. The headrests could now be left in place when tumbling
the rear seat. Some notable features of the redesign were dual glove boxes and an in-floor lazy
susan storage compartment, located in the previous generation's spare tire well. Third
generation models offered a dashboard-mounted shifter, instead of a column-mounted shifter.
The second row bucket seats do not fold into the floor. Touring models came with a center
storage compartment. This enabled this van to receive U. It was rated top pick in minivan
category in Consumer Reports Annual auto issue. The EX-L and higher trims could be
purchased with both navigation and rear entertainment systems, or rear entertainment system
only, while the VHS-based i-VES system was dropped. Four trim levels were available in the
United States: LX, EX, EX-L and Touring, the top-of-the-line package in the Odyssey lineup that
incorporated features such as run-flat tires , power tailgate, power adjustable pedals, multi
information display, memory seats and chrome tailgate trim. Problem areas included body
integrity, which includes paint wear and rusting, body hardware bumpers being loose, audio
system, brakes and suspension according to the Consumer Reports issue of April According to
the online edition of Consumer Reports in June , transmission problems were better than
average for models. Crash test ratings have been five star in every test but the had a safety
concern. A door opening during a side impact crash increases the likelihood of occupant
ejection. Odyssey has won a spot on Car and Driver's 5 Best trucks for the past three years, as
well as a host of other awards. The Odyssey is the top-ranked minivan in the US News charts.
For the model year, the Odyssey received a facelift. All models were equipped with active front
head restraints, daytime running lights, redesigned dashboard, grille and taillights. An audio
AUX jack became standard equipment. The backup camera, previously only included with
navigation-equipped models, was integrated into the rear-view mirror of the non-navigation
EX-L. Touring models featured full Bluetooth support for all Bluetooth-equipped devices, and
are now standard with navigation. The DX lacks features such as the "Second-Row Plus One
Seat with storage", conversation mirror with sunglasses holder, tinted glass, roof rails, and has
black body moldings. For the model year, the DVD rear entertainment system is now available
on the EX-L trim and while it is still standard on the Touring. Honda presented the Odyssey
Concept in early at the Chicago Auto Show and officially on June 17; with a larger, wider body, a
lower roofline and revised styling. Compared to its predecessor, the fourth generation Honda
Odyssey is 0. The fourth generation Odyssey includes projector headlamps or HID xenon
low-beam headlamps Touring Elite , standard inch wheels, inch alloy wheels Touring and above
, and 6-speed automatic transmission Touring and above. A Blind Spot Display for the driver's
side and a multi-angle backup camera is available. All Odyssey models have a 3. Changes
included a 6-speed automatic transmission on all trims, sleeker exterior styling with a new
aluminum hood, aluminum front fenders, twin-bar grille and revised lower front fascia with
optional integrated fog lights, darker-finish projector headlight housings, Smart entry
availability and LED rear taillight bars. A built-in vacuum cleaner system is included with the
Touring Elite model. The revised suspension uses aluminum front lower control arms. The
Odyssey went on sale on July 2, New safety features included in the refresh include a
LaneWatch camera housed in the passenger side-view mirror or a Blind Spot Monitoring
system. New exterior paint colors were made available in , as are new interior fabrics and trim

pieces. A new speed automatic produced at Honda Precision Parts Georgia HPPG is Honda's
first use of a speed transmission in a production automobile, it is nearly 29 lbs lighter than the
previous 6-speed. Compared to its predecessor, the fifth generation is 0. The use of structural
body adhesives has increased compared to the 4th gen with ft used. Like the Acura MDX and
Pilot the redesigned Odyssey features a MPa hot stamped outer front door stiffener ring and
forged aluminum front suspension lower control arms. All Odyssey models come with a 3. All
models come equipped with a speed automatic transmission with the ZF 9HP transmission
discontinued. For , the Odyssey features a minor restyling, adds 4-way power lumbar
adjustability to the front passenger seat and perforated leather with contrasting piping options.
Honda Sensing is standard on all trims. A rear seat occupant reminder is added to the
CabinWatch system to help prevent heatstroke among children. The Odyssey was misplaced in
the minivan market, which favors a huge, comfortable amount of interior space and versatility
[3]. In the middle of , Honda began exporting the fourth generation North American Odyssey
minivan to the Philippines. Export of the Odyssey to that market ceased in after the introduction
of the international fifth generation Odyssey which is imported from Japan. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the Honda minivan model. This article is about the North
American Honda Odyssey. Motor vehicle. Honda Accord Isuzu Aska. Honda Worldwide. Motor
Trend. Yahoo Cars, UK. The New York Times. Retrieved May 4, New York Daily News. Honda
Canada. Retrieved December 13, Archived from the original on September 3, Retrieved May 10,
Retrieved February 12, The L. Archived from the original PDF on March 31, Retrieved October 9,
November 26, Archived from the original on February 19, News Rankings and Reviews. August
11, Archived from the original on October 29, Retrieved September 12, June 18, Archived from
the original on May 3, Retrieved October 13, Retrieved October 3, Honda Newsroom. October 6,
Cars portal. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda
Malaysia Racing Team. Honda road car timeline, North American market, sâ€”present. Isuzu
road vehicle timeline, United States market, sâ€” Hidden categories: All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from April Articles with permanently dead
external links CS1 maint: archived copy as title Use mdy dates from April Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with
unknown parameters All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from July All articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically
marked weasel-worded phrases from April Commons category link from Wikidata Commons
category link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Isuzu Oasis. Accord Coupe. FCX Clarity. Accord Sedan. Sport compact. Civic Type R.
Sports car. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available
for leasing purposes only. Subcompact car. Compact car. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV.
Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my current location. Enter your ZIP Code
to see offers nearby. If the detected vehicle slows to a stop, ACC is designed to slow and stop
your vehicle as well. After stopping, a tap on the throttle instructs the car to continue
maintaining the desired interval. The camera can recognize traffic signs and display the
information about them on the Driver Information Interface. Family-friendly features, a
high-quality interior and comfortable, spacious seats in all three rows make the Odyssey shine
as U. The Odyssey is the first minivan to achieve such a distinction. Honda Limited Warranty.
Roadside Assistance. Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring Shopping Tools. Are
you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you. Current Offers. There
are currently no offers in your area. Enter a new ZIP Code to continue your search. Plus find out
about upcoming sales events. Find Offers. Change ZIP Code. Elegance meets innovation. The
all-purpose family room. Elite shown in Lunar Silver Metallic. The Odyssey stands ready to take
on family adventures in style, with a gloss-black grille, LED headlights and available inch
wheels. Ultra-modern styling and easy-access features like power sliding doors make the
Odyssey a delight to look at or load up. Raise the profile of your Odyssey with inch alloy wheels
that add style and presence from the ground up. The darkened rear windows wrap around to the
back while neatly hiding the track for the sliding doors. The front end includes LED fog lights,
housed below the turn signal indicators and running lights. The contemporary design of the
LED taillights is striking. With a host of Honda Genuine Accessories like fog lights and roof
rails, the customization possibilities are nearly endless. Photo has been digitally enhanced to
show the light more clearly. When you unlock your Odyssey, the welcome light illuminates the
ground outside your doors, helping you watch your step when getting in and out. The chrome
door trim is a stylish accent that adds a finishing touch to your Odyssey. The contours of the
streamlined body side molding look stylish while also helping to protect your Odyssey from

door dings. The chrome rear bumper protector enhances your exterior, while helping prevent
scratches when loading and unloading. Rear Window Design. LED Headlights. LED Fog Lights.
LED Taillights. Welcome Light. Chrome Door Trim. Roof Rails and Crossbars. Body Side
Molding. Chrome Rear Bumper Protector. Elite shown with Beige Leather. Elite shown with Gray
Leather. They can also fold flat, for easy removal and carrying. With seating for up to eight, the
Odyssey is spacious and accommodating enough to make even long drives a breeze. Power
sliding doors standard on EX and above. The power sliding doors open wide for easy cargo
loading and passenger entry, and can be easily operated with your key fob from up to 50 feet
away. Leather-trimmed interior standard on EX-L and above. With a leather-trimmed interior and
soft-touch premium materials throughout the cabin, you can ride in style and treat your
passengers to the same comfortable experience. The The system also supports an accessibility
function for individuals with disabilities. To learn more, click here. Wireless phone charger
standard on Elite. Compatible device required. No more need for adapters and cords. Leave the
key fob in your pocket. All the power to start your engine is at your fingertips with push button
start. Heated front seats standard on EX and above. Ventilated front seats standard on Elite.
Heated and ventilated front seats keep you and your front passenger comfortable in any
weather. One-touch power moonroof standard on EX-L and above. Whether you're off to the
beach or exploring the city, get a better view and some fresh air with the one-touch power
moonroof. Remote engine start and tri-zone automatic climate control standard on EX and
above. Remote engine start lets you get the tri-zone automatic climate control running before
you step inside, helping you warm up on cold days or cool down when it's hot out. Tri-zone
automatic climate control standard on EX and above. The tri-zone automatic climate control
system makes it easy to keep everyone comfortable. Second-row sunshades standard on EX
and above. Third-row sunshades standard on Touring and Elite. Provide quick relief from the
glaring sun with integrated sunshades for second- and third-row passengers. Heated,
leather-wrapped steering wheel standard on Elite. Treat your hands to the comfort of a
luxurious heated, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and enjoy a warmer, more pleasant driving
experience. Power tailgate with programmable height standard on EX-L and above. Hands-free
access power tailgate standard on Elite. Whether loading or unloading, a simple kick of your
foot under the rear bumper will grant you hands-free access to the rear cargo space. The power
tailgate's height-adjustable feature makes it quick and easy to customize for drivers of all sizes.
Bag hooks on the back of the Magic Seat help groceries upright. Wet boots? Muddy shoes? Dog
hair? No problem. Either or both can be removed to stow the corresponding seat. The molded
vinyl trifold cargo mat helps protect the cargo area from everyday wear and tear. The daily wear
and tear on your rear seats can be brutal. Seat covers offer stylish protection that will help keep
your original seats in excellent condition. The cargo net helps keep your grocery bags upright
and holds most loose items securely in place. Seating Configurations. Power Sliding Doors.
Leather-Trimmed Interior. Driver Information Interface. Wireless Phone Charger. Push Button
Start. One-Touch Power Moonroof. Remote Engine Start. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Heated
Steering Wheel. Cargo Space. Cargo Configurations. Cargo Bins. Cargo Mat. Cargo Net. The
Odyssey was designed with a host of smart features for the whole family. Learn more about
data plans here. In addition to directions, it also features lane guidance to help you prepare for
upcoming turns. Too cold? Too warm? And with the social playlist feature, everyone can have a
say in the music played by simply adding a song to a playlist. Screen shown may not be
current. Check fuel status, start your engine remotely, control the door locks and more, all from
your smartphone. Display Audio touch-screen standard on EX and above. Touch, pinch and
swipe your way through music, podcasts and navigation with the stunning 8-inch Display Audio
touch-screen. The perfect soundtrack makes every drive that much better. The available
speaker premium audio system helps turn pretty much any soundtrack into the perfect one.
Multi-zone audio standard on Elite. Multi-zone audio allows you to choose between preset
zones, so you can play music in one zone while another remains quiet. With USB ports in the
front, center console, and second and third rows of the Odyssey, you can plug in and charge up
to five compatible digital devices. Elite shown in Modern Steel Metallic. Illustration shown for
demonstration purposes. Warning indicators alert you if the system detects a vehicle. Leave the
key in your pocket. With Smart Entry, you can unlock the doors with a touch of the door handle.
The Odyssey adds extra peace of mind for parents with the rear seat reminder. Get a little extra
help in icy, snowy conditions with Snow mode, which recalibrates the traction-control system to
give you more confidence. Navigation System. Premium Audio. Multi-Zone Audio. Multi-Angle
Rearview Camera. Smart Entry. Rear Seat Reminder. V-6 Engine. See how the Odyssey
compares to other minivans in terms of performance, features, specs and overall value.
Brochures image. Change Honda Odyssey of is a new car from Honda, released in the year It
will also review the above price, interior, exterior and engine of the release date of for Honda

Odyssey. The new era brought a new scheme and Odyssey car like will get a grill with more
chrome, new headlights and aerodynamic modified protector and bumper stripes. Tickets Gulf
will get new, but upload input will continue to be the controller. At the rear, the rear window of
the old will be moved to correspond to future people, and the taillights will be divided. Strong
valuation and mileage Odyssey gives back which caused 19 mpg city and 28 mpg on the
highway. Discretionary 4 engine room can increase it's basically, but is still the question of
whether Honda would prefer to offer. With regard to the implementation of the new Honda
Odyssey, there is no official data still has not been achieved, but it is accepted that Honda will
use 3. Probably used 22 miles per gallon, but it is possible that under the new Honda Odyssey
group will appear half and half the engine from the larger organizations that want to increase
environmental awareness. It is still too early to say anything, but in the past it is a marker of any
kind will have a six-speed transmission is programmed with it. It is safe to assume that the new
Honda Odyssey will make a statement in , which meant a busy two years for Honda. Not only
will the Honda Civic work in new, Ridgeline truck and setting, but it will fill a Honda Odyssey
redesigned completely at that time. It is true that Honda Odyssey from will have a new look to
the year Can the new Odyssey too also receive nine-speed Honda Pilot of transmission? It was
another possibility, but nothing has been confirmed by Honda. It is also safe to assume that
Honda Odyssey can also get some of the Honda Pilot and high-tech security features. Newer
Post Older Post Home. The Honda Odyssey is probably one of the most appreciated full-size
minivans in the US. It managed to achieve that through constant development, one of the
smoothest engines in the industry as well as a level of comfort which has yet to be matched by
any of its competitors. The Honda Odyssey is going to be based on the same platform and
unlike what most people think it will actually be a massive redesign of the older generation. The
black-surround grille on front fascia is also surrounded with back-trimmed headlights, foglights
and with lightweight aluminum muscular hood. The new Honda Odyssey has usual aggressive
styling as well as it will feature a lot more equipment than before. This is because Honda wants
to make this minivan the best in class and they are planning to achieve that through one of the
most radical design Honda managed to put on the market to date. Inside the Honda Odyssey
will be just the right amount of luxury to make the passengers feel right without making the car
too expensive. Most of the commodities are going to be included in the standard version with a
few extras along the way. The Honda Odyssey will be able to fold third row of seats which boost
space for more cargo. Beside that it will feature 3-zone automatic climatic control, 5. There
could be a 3. This would provide the level of smoothness required and together with the
6-speed automatic it should be fast enough for the car itself. The only drawback of this engine
is the average fuel consumption of nearly 23 MPG. This year Ford decided not to change too
much when it comes to SUVs, just to apply slight refreshments. Read More. Related Posts.
About Author admin. Overview: The recent and ongoing mad rush to all things crossover and
SUV seems to have had a further polarizing effect on the public opinion of minivans. The
Touring model adds standard navigation and a host of small upgrades. Are those who instead
opt for a three-row crossover such as the Ford Explorer or the Chevrolet Traverse really fooling
anyone or projecting a substantially more enviable image? The third-row seats fold simply and
easilyâ€”and with light effortâ€”into the cargo hold. Every knob and button has superb haptic
feel. Storage abounds, as does layout flexibility; for example, the entire front center console can
be quickly removed. The Pilot SUV actually feels more aloof. The prompt throttle response we
so appreciate from rest gets lazy above 50 mph, where eliciting a downshift requires a
prodigious prod of the pedal. We wish the wind-rush noise at highway speeds was slightly less
pronounced, and we noted mild shake from the engine when idling. Somewhat surprisingly, our
test van had a couple of ill-fitting interior trim pieces at the base of the A-pillar. Displacement:
cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. The monthly
payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease,
you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites
and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more
encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability
history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that
the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most
exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its
class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles

of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect
for the price. The Honda Odyssey last arrived as a fully redesigned model in , but the minivan
received a refresh for the model year. With its recent refresh, we expect the Honda Odyssey to
be a carryover model. When Honda refreshed the Odyssey for , it introduced a sleeker grille and
sharper headlights, making the minivan look more upscale than before. Practicality will
continue to take the front seat with the Odyssey. With a push-button shifter, the minivan
currently offers a spacious cabin with an uncluttered look for the center console. Dials and
well-labeled buttons are located in convenient spots, while fold-flat second-row seats were a
recent addition. The overall design of the Odyssey will carry over from the current model. On
top of a 5-inch display, the current Odyssey also comes with Bluetooth, two USB ports, and a
seven-speaker audio system as standard. A larger 8-inch touchscreen, Android Auto, Apple
CarPlay, wireless smartphone charging, Wi-Fi hot spot, navigation, and an speaker audio
system are optional. Tech features should go unchanged for the model year. The Odyssey is
expected to come with a 3. The motor will produce horsepower and pound-feet of torque. A
speed automatic transmission and front-wheel drive are included with the powertrain. The
current Odyssey comes with a long list of standard safety features that include Honda Sensing.
Adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assist, forward collision warning, lane departure warning,
pedestrian detection, automatic emergency braking, and traffic sign recognition are standard.
Honda has not announced when the Odyssey will be released. We have partnered with trusted
dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Honda Odyssey. This is how it works:.
We have information you must know before you buy the Odyssey. We want to send it to you,
along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I
can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy
Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Honda Odyssey Honda Odyssey. Est
Monthly Loan. Incentives I
2006 toyota sienna battery
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ncentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest
charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease
Quote Reset. CarsDirect Target Price. Expert Rating. You can interpret our ratings in the
following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Finance:
From 1. Model Preview The Honda Odyssey last arrived as a fully redesigned model in , but the
minivan received a refresh for the model year. Price It New. Get Lease Quote. See Used Odyssey
Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give
you a great price on the new Honda Odyssey. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your
negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Other
Cars You Might Like. Compare to Honda Odyssey. Insider Information We have information you
must know before you buy the Odyssey. Your Email Submit.

